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PAUL RAND (1914-1996)

“Every art director and
graphic designer in the
world should kiss his ass.”
- George

Lois, describing Paul Rand while Rand
was alive and again at Rand’s funeral
http://www.paulrand.com/; Steven
Heller, Paul Rand
(London, England:
Phaidon Press Limited,
1999.
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Advertising
Posters
Magazine Layout
Trademarks
Branding Standards
Collateral

!

Book Covers
Childrens’ Books

!

Books and Commentary

Meggs:
“More than any other
American designer,
Paul Rand initiated this
American approach
to modern design
[and the
Creative Revolution
in advertising.)

Meggs:
“More than any other
American designer,
Paul Rand initiated this
American approach
to modern design
[and the
Creative Revolution
in advertising.)
BUT Rand isn’t a
big part of either of these
documentaries.
Is it because he wasn’t
alive to interview?
Maybe, but there
should be SOME
mention of him. :(

ADVERTISING

ADVERTISING

He brought winds of change to Madison Avenue
by creating advertisements inspired by the
famous German Bauhaus school, or by
movements such as De Stijl or Russian
Constructivism.

As an Art Director,
he helped to transform the advertising
industry by emphasizing the importance of
graphic design and visuals over writing.

Rand was convinced that the strength of graphic
design lies in its ability to be a universal language,
through the simplicity and geometry of its forms.
He thus said: "one quickly realizes that simplicity
and geometry are the language of timelessness
and universality".

WHY?
!

Direct influence on the Creative Revolution
in advertising
!

The Big Idea

!

Soft Sell

!

BRANDING

!

Art Director/Copywriter team
(influenced and worked with Bill Bernbach)

ADVERTISING >> POSTER DESIGN

1969

1951

Paul Rand, Advertising Typographers Association of America- Type Talks Poster

CORPORATE IDENTITY DESIGN

From 1955 onwards, Rand distinguished
himself with progressive graphic identities
that served companies' interests.
He produced logos for large companies
such as IBM, ABC, UPS, and Steve
Jobs' NeXT, most still legendary and
almost unchanged to this day.
Except UPS, which was a huge deal in design circles when it changed!

Paul Rand, No Way Out (movie advertisements), 1950

!

Paul Rand, AIGA poster, 1968

“Paul Rand lived from 1914 to 1996, and had a career
that ran the gamut of design.
He was in advertising, book jacket design, magazine
layout, art direction, and logo design.
In fact, he practically pioneered the idea of branding.

The godfather of logotypes, the lord of
the brand, grand master of modernism...
it's hard to imagine the world would be the same place
if Paul Rand had never come along.”
http://everything2.com/title/Paul+Rand

CORPORATE IDENTITY DESIGN

According to his colleague Lou Danziger,
Rand managed to persuade companies,
almost on his own, that design can be a
powerful business tool.
As an author, teacher and designer,
Rand confirmed the idea that good design is
good business.

Paul Rand, Great Issues in American History Book Cover,

Vol. 1, 1956

BOOK DESIGN

Later in life, Rand revolutionized book
and book cover design.

Paul Rand, Great Issues in American History Book Cover,

Paul Rand, Modern Art USA Book Cover, 1956

Vol. 1, 1956

ALWAYS A MODERNIST.
ALWAYS (VERY) OPINIONATED.

Though he had always been a progressive
designer, pushing Modernism to increasingly
loose and expressive forms, he ALWAYS
believed they should communicate first.
Later in life, he was VERY anti-Postmodern
design. And as always, he was VERY vocal
about his opinions on design.

Paul Rand, Leave Cancelled Book Cover, 1945

Paul Rand, Book Cover, Prejudices:

A Selection by H.L. Mencken. 1958

RAND’S STYLE

Paul Rand, I Know Poster

Paul Rand, Leger Poster

!

Understood that shapes could be both symbolic
and expressive to visually communicate.

!

Also understood the power fo everyday signs,
entertaining puns, and wordplay.

!

Collage technique, elemental symbolic forms,
dynamic composition characterized Rand's work in
the late 1930s and 40s.”

!

“Looking to European Moderns for inspiration, he
developed a fresh and individual approach to visual
communications…[combining] functional simplicity
with abstract complexity…” - Heller
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Every detail was strategically placed to attract the
eye and convey a message.
Yet nothing was formulaic…
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Rand’s work was so…radically counter to the
accepted norms yet progressive in ways that
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Though he had always been a progressive
designer, pushing Modernism to increasingly
loose and expressive forms, he ALWAYS
believed they should communicate first.
Later in life, he was VERY anti-Postmodern
design. And as always, he was VERY vocal
about his opinions on design.
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To work with him
!
!
!

As a fellow employee
As a client
As an audience
“The staff was afraid of him.
But at the same time he deserves credit for being very just.
He would explain what was wrong…He would reason with you…
and you had to agree with him most of the time – if you liked it or not…
Anything Rand said around the agency was law.”
- Morris Wyszogrod, former fellow employee
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As a fellow employee
As a client
As an audience

“As a client, account executives often had to pre-sell Rand.
You see, in advertising, you usually show 3 options,
1 of them being a ‘reco’ (recommendation).
…Rand would show up with ONE. Just his reco. That’s it.
In his words,
‘If you show them more than 2 ideas, then you weaken your position…
You don’t write 2 letters – you make 1 statement and this is it.’”

PAUL RAND
!

In the beginning…
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Born on August 15, 1914 in Brooklyn
Grew up in Post-Depression New York City
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Born on August 15, 1914 in Brooklyn
Grew up in Post-Depression New York
!

Peretz Rosenbaum

!

Orthodox Jewish upbringing
! Orthodox Jewish law forbids the creation of graven
images that can be worshiped as idols
! Therefore, Rand’s career creating icons venerated in the
temple of global capitalism seemed as unlikely as any.
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Born on August 15, 1914 in Brooklyn
Grew up in Post-Depression New York
!

Peretz Rosenbaum

!

Orthodox Jewish upbringing

!

Pratt Institute, Parsons School of Design,
and the Art Students League, BUT…

!

Design education in America at this time:
!

Modernist ideologies and aesthetics were not considered
academically viable. Yet.

!

Graphic design as a fine art was still too radical to be
accepted and taught

Chance encounter with publications
from the other side of the ocean…
!

Gebrauchsgrafik (Germany)

!

Commercial Art (Britain)

Heinz Schwabe, cover artwork for German design magazine Gebrauchsgraphik, 1953
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Rand’s covers for Direction magazine; March 1939 (left), December 1940 (right)

Rand’s covers for Direction magazine; March

1939 (left), December 1940 (right)

Experience > PUBLISHING
!

New York’s Publishing Houses
!

Pro-bono, but Rand had a motive:
“In a country that was used to decorative work,
the common sense way to have what I was doing
accepted was to do it for free.”

Rand’s cover for Direction magazine

Rand’s cover for Direction magazine, December 1940 (right)
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Rand’s cover for Direction magazine, December 1940 (right)

Rand avoided conventional
propagandistic tools in favor of
imagery he believed would better
serve as both art and message. 

His 1940 “Merry Christmas”
cover was a visual pun that
substituted barbed wire for gift
wrap ribbon. 

Rand photographed real barbed
wire against a white background
lit to pick up the shadows. 

Little red circles made by a hole
punch represented spilled blood. 

The barbed wire was a striking
mnemonic symbol for
oppression. 

Handwriting was created out of
budget necessity, but it also made
sense for content.
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Rand avoided conventional
propagandistic tools in favor of
imagery he believed would better
serve as both art and message. 
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cover was a visual pun that
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wrap ribbon. 
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wire against a white background
lit to pick up the shadows. 

Little red circles made by a hole
punch represented spilled blood. 
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mnemonic symbol for
oppression. 

Handwriting was created out of
budget necessity, but it also made
sense for content.
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BEFORE MODERNISM
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New York’s Publishing Houses

!

Advertising
!

Rand used Modernist CLEAN style
!

Liberal white space

!

Clean sans serif
(and his own handwritten text)

Paul Rand, advertisements

International Typographic Style and Rand’s work had
the same influences. Also neither were political.
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SAMPLES: Advertising

Modern CLEAN style
!

Liberal white space

!

Clean sans serif (and his own handwritten!)

!

SOFT sell
!

Talk to the audience, relate to them

!

Usually via subtle visual wit

ART DIRECTOR
!

Commercial artist

Experience > Trademarks and Branding

Experience > Trademarks and Branding

!

!

THE BUSINESS OF DESIGN

A logo “cannot survive unless it is designed with
the utmost simplicity and restraint.” -Paul Rand
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Paul Rand, Earth Day, V2 Poster, 1995
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Alvin Lustig (1915-1955)
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Born in Denver, Colorado
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Then to Los Angeles
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!

Began a graphic design and printing business at the back
of a drugstore when he was only 21 (late 1930s).

!

His work caught the eye of a NYC publisher of
New Directions, which published “books of outstanding
literary quality”.

!

Publisher saw that Lustig had the ability to find symbols
to capture the essence of the contents, treating form and
content as one.
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Began a graphic design and printing business at the back
of a drugstore when he was only 21 (late 1930s).
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His work caught the eye of a NYC publisher of
New Directions, which published “books of outstanding
literary quality”.

!

Publisher saw that Lustig had the ability to find symbols
to capture the essence of the contents, treating form and
content as one.

Became the Visual Design Research Director for
Look magazine

Alvin Lustig, cover for Arthur Rimbaud’s A Season in Hell, 1945

Alvin Lustig (1915-1955)
!

1950s, Lustig became increasingly involved in
design education.

!

He was asked in 1951 to help develop graduate
graphic design program at Yale by Josef Albers
!

Alvin Lustig, Look Magazine Cover, 1944

Alvin Lustig, Look Magazine Cover, 1944

Albers brought exercises from Bauhaus,
which examined letters and typography as
formal elements devoid of their literal function

Alvin Lustig, album cover for Vivaldi’s Gloria, 1951

Alvin Lustig, cover for Fortune Magazine, 1952

!

Alvin Lustig, cover for Tennessee William’s 27 Wagons Full of Cotton, 1949
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Alvin Lustig, cover for Perspectives No. 1, 1952
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In 1911, Bradbury Thompson was born in Topeka, Kansas.
!

Received his formal art education from Washburn College,
graduating in 1934.

!

Spent a brief period as a designer at Capper Publications,
where he thoroughly learned every aspect of print production.

He then moved to NYC.
!

Worked as art director at the Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson printing
firm and then at Mademoiselle magazine

!

Consulted and designed for Westvaco Corporation

!

Designed a new alphabet

!

Began a teaching career at Yale University, where he stayed for
many years.
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Began a teaching career at Yale University,
where he stayed for many years.

Bradbury Thompson, work for Mademoiselle

Bradbury Thompson (1911-1995)
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A major
manufacturer
of printing
papers
and envelopes,
In 1911,
Bradbury
Thompson
was born
in Topeka,
Kansas.

consumer and industrial packaging, and specialty chemicals

!

Received
formal artofeducation
from Washburn
College,
that arehis
by-products
the paper production
process.
! The company
graduating
in 1934.
began with the advent of automated

!

papermaking,
usingas
wood
instead of
asPublications,
its raw
Spent
a brief period
a designer
at cotton
Capper
material; it produced mainly printing paper for the domestic
where
he until
thoroughly
learned
every aspect of print production.
market
World War
II.

He !then
moved
to NYC.
In the
postwar
era, it integrated its production to make
!

finished
products.
Worked
aspackaging
art director
at the Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson printing
firm and then at Mademoiselle magazine

!

Consulted and designed for Westvaco Corporation

!

Designed a new alphabet

!

Began a teaching career at Yale University,
where he stayed for many years.
Bradbury Thompson, pages from Westvaco Inspirations, 210, 1958

Bradbury Thompson, pages from Westvaco Inspirations, 210, 1958

Bradbury Thompson, spread from Westvaco Inspirations

Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson
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Worked as art director at the Rogers-Kellogg-Stillson printing
firm and then at Mademoiselle magazine
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Consulted and designed for Westvaco Corporation

!

Designed a new alphabet

!

Began a teaching career at Yale University,
where he stayed for many years.
Bradbury Thompson, Alphabet 26

Bradbury Thompson

Bradbury Thompson, 1968

Bradbury Thompson, “Love” stamp, 1984; “Learning Never Ends” stamp (Josef Albers), 1980
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In 1911, Bradbury Thompson was born in Topeka, Kansas.
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Received his formal art education from Washburn College,
graduating in 1934.
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Spent a brief period as a designer at Capper Publications,
where he thoroughly learned every aspect of print production.

He then moved to NYC.
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firm and then at Mademoiselle magazine
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Consulted and designed for Westvaco Corporation

!

Designed a new alphabet
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Began a teaching career at Yale University,
where he stayed for many years.
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Bradbury Thompson, The Washburn College Bible
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Henry Wolf, Ivan Chermayeff,
Robert Brownjohn, Tom Geismar,
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Born in New York City in 1920
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Famous as one of the best graphic designers for film
! Created the credits and title sequences of
over 60 films

Very influenced by Rand’s use of shape and asymmetrical
balance during the 1940s

!

MINIMALIST ENERGY

!

Compositions are carefully orchestrated, using complex
contrasts of color, shape, and texture
!

!

Bass frequently reduced designs to a
single dominant image

NOT simply shapes as elemental graphics of Constructivism.
!

Irregular forms are cut from paper with SCISSORS or
drawn with brush.

!

FREELY drawn, decorative letterforms combine
with typography
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Saul Bass, logo for The Man with the Golden Arm, 1955
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Bass frequently reduced designs to a
single dominant image

NOT simply shapes as elemental graphics of Constructivism.
!

Irregular forms are cut from paper with SCISSORS or
drawn with brush.

!

FREELY drawn, decorative letterforms combine
with typography

Saul Bass, posters for Anatomy of a Murder (dir. Otto Preminger), 1959

Saul Bass, poster for Saint Joan (dir. Otto Preminger), 1957
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Very influenced by Rand’s use of shape and asymmetrical
balance during the 1940s
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MINIMALIST ENERGY

!

Compositions are carefully orchestrated, using complex
contrasts of color, shape, and texture
!

!

Bass frequently reduced designs to a
single dominant image

NOT simply shapes as elemental graphics of Constructivism.
!

Irregular forms are cut from paper with SCISSORS or
drawn with brush.

!

FREELY drawn, decorative letterforms combine
with typography

Saul Bass, poster for Bonjour Tristesse (dir. Otto Preminger), 1958

Saul Bass, poster for Vertigo (dir. Alfred Hitchcock), 1958

Saul Bass (1920-1996)

Saul Bass, poster for Exodus (dir. Otto Preminger) , 1960

Saul Bass, poster for Schindler’s List (dir. Steven Spielberg), 1993

!

Born in New York City in 1920

!

Famous as one of the best graphic designers for film
! Created the credits and title sequences of
over 60 films
! Also created many logos still used today

!
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Otto Storch (1913-1999)
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An art director at Dell Publishing House while taking
classes from [Alexey] Brodovitch

!

Brodovitch saw Storch’s work and told him to quit his
dead end job and get to designing (more or less).
So Storch joined up with McCalls Corporation, working
on magazines like Better Living and McCalls.

“Brodovitch would dump photostats, type proofs, colored
pieces of paper, and someone’s shoelace, it became
untied, on a long table together with rubber cement.

Brodovitch’s
work

PLUS others, including Cipe Pineless,
Henry Wolf, Ivan Chermayeff,
Robert Brownjohn, Tom Geismar,
Mike Salisbury, + more. READ MEGGS.

Otto Storch (1913-1999)
An art director at Dell Publishing House while taking
classes from [Alexey] Brodovitch.

An art director at Dell Publishing House while taking
classes from [Alexey] Brodovitch

Otto Storch (1913-1999)

He would fold his arms and with a sad expression
challenge us to do something brilliant.”
“Students learned to examine each problem thoroughly,
develop a solution from the resulting understanding,
and then search for a brilliant visual presentation.”
- Storch

Otto Storch (art director) and Dan Wynn (photographer), pages from McCall’s, 1961

Otto Storch (art director) and Allen Arbus (photographer), pages from McCall’s, 1959

Otto Storch (art director), pages from McCall’s

Otto Storch (art director), pages from McCall’s
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Otto Storch (art director), pages from McCall’s
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Typography is the key. It is where you start with
Lubalin and what you eventually come back to.
However, “typography” is not a word Lubalin
thought should be applied to his work.
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Otto Storch (1913-1999)

!

Herb Lubalin (1918-1981)

“What I do is not really typography,
which I think of as an essentially mechanical
means of putting characters down on a page.
It's designing with letters.

!

George Lois (1931- )

!

Aaron Burns called it, 'typographics,'
and since you've got to put a name on things to
make them memorable, 'typographics'
is as good a name for what I do as any.’”
- AIGA, 1981
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Typography is the key. It is where you start with
Lubalin and what you eventually come back to.
However, “typography” is not a word Lubalin
thought should be applied to his work.
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“What I do is not really typography,
which I think of as an essentially mechanical
means of putting characters down on a page.
It's designing with letters.

!

Aaron Burns called it, 'typographics,'
and since you've got to put a name on things to
make them memorable, 'typographics'
is as good a name for what I do as any.’”
- AIGA, 1981
From “Lubalin Now” exhibition, Cooper Union, New York, 2009

Herb Lubalin, ad for Avant Garde’s anti-war poster competition, 1967, and the typeface Avant Garde

Herb Lubalin, ad for Avant Garde’s anti-war poster competition, 1967, and the typeface Avant Garde

Herb Lubalin, proposed magazine logos, late 1960s

Herb Lubalin, PBS logo, used 1971-1984

Herb Lubalin, book cover art reprint, 1976
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“The father of conceptual typography, Lubalin helped build a
bridge between the modern and late-modern schools.
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meaning. He made words emote.
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He came of age, fortuitously, in an epoch of technological
change. Poised at the edge of typographic uncertainty, he was a
pioneer of phototypography, one of its first users -- or abusers,
say some critics.
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But rules, he realized, were meant to be turned upside down.
He liberated white space from the orthodox moderns, refusing
to follow the edict that ‘less is more’.”
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American Modernism?

American Postmodernism
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Meggs (about Lubalin’s designs)
!
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“This typographic play engages the reader
and requires participation.”

Lubalin
!

Meggs (about Lubalin’s designs)
!
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!

“This typographic play engages the reader
and requires participation.”

Lubalin
!

“Sometimes you have to compromise legibility
to achieve impact.”

Imprint

“Sometimes you have to compromise legibility
to achieve impact.”

Carson (1980s-90s Deconstruction)
!

“Don’t mistake legibility with communication.”

Herb Lubalin, pages from Eros, 1962
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Saint Sebastian by Botticini,
c. 1446-97

George Lois (designer) and Carl Fischer (photographer), Esquire cover, May 1968

George Lois (designer) and Carl Fischer (photographer), Esquire cover, April 1968

George Lois (designer) and Carl Fischer (photographer), Esquire cover, May 1969

George Lois (designer), Esquire cover, September 1965

George Lois (designer), Esquire cover, December 1963

George Lois (designer), Esquire cover, March 1965
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Roger Cook and Don Shanonsky, signage symbol system for U.S. Dept. of Transportation, 1974
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Otl Aicher and staff, sports pictographs for the Munich Olympiad, c. 1970.
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MTV

Otl Aicher and staff, sports pictographs for the Munich Olympiad, c. 1970.

Postmodernism!!!

Pat Gorman and Frank Olinksy of Manhattan Design, MTV logos, c. 1980s

George Lois, MTV “I Want My MTV” launch campaign, c. 1980s
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The 1960s were advertising's "coming of age," when
the industry mastered the language of TV,
appropriated the medium of photography and
produced work of unprecedented creativity.
Influenced by the cultural and social changes of the
decade, advertising reflected a trend toward
innovation, sophistication and a growing youth culture.
In the U.S., the postwar abundance of the 1950s
continued into the early '60s, providing a profusion of
mass-produced goods for eager consumers who
enjoyed more leisure time and greater disposable
income than any previous generation.”
-https://adage.com/article/adage-encyclopedia/history-1960s/98702/
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The Creative Revolution in Advertising
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“The creative revolution in advertising was first initiated
by Doyle Dane Bernbach (DDB) a company working in
New York.
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The revolution was started by two men in particular,
Bill Bernbach and Helmut Krone.

Bill Bernbach created the idea of a concept into
advertising and also brought art directors and
copywriters together to work as a team.
The advert that first changed the world of advertising
was Bernbach’s ‘Think Small’ Advert for Volkswagen.
Bernbach took a great risk and broke every rule in
advertising at that time with his concept and Krone
created it visually.”
-https://aliceunderhill.wordpress.com/2012/03/04/the-creative-revolution-in-advertising/
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FINALLY…
WE GET TO POSTMODERNISM

